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Making the Leap

Transitioning from the Legacy MMIS to
the Medicaid Enterprise
Introduction
In discussions with Medicaid technology and operations professionals across the country, Cambria has heard
the same question again and again: “How do we get from the legacy MMIS to the new technologies without any
disruption in service or without major changes to the legacy system?” Whether it’s a State operating its own
mainframe-based system or a big-bang solution provided by a vendor partner, making the leap from the
legacy environment to the new has proven to be one of the most daunting aspects of the modernization
effort. As they embark on transition planning, State Medicaid Agencies (SMAs) are quickly confronted with
such thorny questions as:
Is it better to focus on core claims processing first, or start by integrating an ancillary module
(ex., provider management; pharmacy benefits administration; federal reporting; etc.)?
Is it realistic to expect vendor partners to conform to our APIs or will we have to support multiple data
exchange methods?
If the new data model is different from legacy, how do we handle data conversion and synchronization
between old and new systems?
How do we address functions embedded in the MMIS that don’t have direct analogs in SaaS vendor
modules (ex., financials; clearinghouse; waiver case management, etc.)?
What if our legacy vendor’s contract only addresses a turnover phase but doesn’t support incremental
transition and sunsetting?
What if our procurement schedule forces us to bring on SaaS modules before the integration platform
is ready?
How will CMS handle FFP while we’re running both the legacy and modular systems?
How involved must my operational business units be in the MES modernization process, and how will I
balance this activity against their current responsibilities?

States generally believe that these questions can be addressed in conjunction with specialists from their
enterprise architecture, technical assistance, Multi-Vendor Integration (MVI), Project Management Office
(PMO), and System Integration (SI) partners. Leveraging such expertise is advisable, but even seasoned
Medicaid Enterprise System (MES) professionals need the SMA to take ownership of key decisions that form
the foundation of their modernization approach.
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Know the Answers to these Questions
1. Is this an MMIS replacement project or an MES
establishment project?
In a new modular world, the Medicaid Enterprise consists of other “modules” that are traditionally outside of
the legacy MMIS. For example, functions like Electronic Visit Verification (EVV) and case / care management are
part of the MES, which weren’t a part of the legacy MMIS. Moreover, previously independent functions such as
Health Information Exchanges (HIEs) are being transferred into the MES due to the loss of HITECH funding at
the end of 2021.
Even systems integration responsibilities can be defined differently: some States include architecture in their SI
contracts, while others procure technical assistance separately or even develop system architecture internally.
A State must fully understand its capability maturity regarding enterprise architecture, project management,
and Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC) management before defining the scope of its MES effort.

2. How many flavors of “module” will the State
support?
Each State needs to identify the type of modules (and module vendors) that they have the bandwidth to
manage in addition to the logical grouping of business functions. While most SMAs assume modules are
SaaS solutions procured from vendor partners, in fact the discrete functions needed to manage the Medicaid
benefit can take multiple forms, including:

Existing functions that must be integrated, as is, at the data layer;
Existing functions that need to be refactored before integration;
New functions that will be built by a vendor partner from scratch; and
Vendor COTS products that will be integrated to the MES.

States must align planned MES functions to their existing and planned business units, and then evaluate
the capabilities of those business units to support the design, development, testing, and ongoing operation
of those functions. This assessment can then be organized into a responsibility matrix to determine the
appropriate mix of internal and external contributors will best execute the State’s MES modernization. Only
then can the definition of “modules” and establishment of the SMA’s vendor acquisition strategy begin in
earnest.
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3. What is the SMA’s role in project / program
execution?
One of the advantages of monolithic, big-bang MMIS implementations is their administrative simplicity:
one vendor and one customer. With modularity comes organizational complexity as multiple Software as a
Service (SaaS) vendors, system integrators, architects, PMOs, and hosting providers crowd the operational
environment, often competing for thought leadership and SMA favor as project risks and issues arise. SMAs
don’t have the luxury of simply being a checkbook with CMS authority backing them up: they are directly
responsible for managing the dynamic tension of various program contributors with different perspectives,
skill sets, and agendas.
States must decide where they fit in the interlocking set of dependencies that make MES programs successful.
Do they define and manage the governance structure? Do they invest in a state-managed data governance
team? Do they control the program’s Technical Reference Architecture (TRA)? Do they leverage MES
architecture and applications as “shared technical resources” across multiple State agencies? Determining
the State’s direct program contribution is a key decision point that requires careful assessment of the SMA’s
internal capabilities and commitment to near-term and long-term investments in maturing those capabilities
as the MES grows more sophisticated (and complex) over time.

4. How well aligned is the SMA’s implementation
strategy to its capability maturity?
Once States have determined what modules they would like to procure competitively, they build and execute
an acquisition strategy, typically in the order they intend to implement MES components. There are many
valid approaches to sequencing an implementation strategy, with the most successful being aligned to the
SMA’s capability maturity development plan. For example, specialty benefits such as pharmacy, dental, etc.
can frequently be implemented with support of their respective business units and have limited operational
impact on the entire SMA compared to, say, medical claims processing. If an SMA’s specialty benefits units
are evaluated to have a high capability maturity, it’s logical to front-load their respective modules in the
implementation order.
Below is an example implementation order for an SMA that plans to fully outsource its system integration and
all module functions to vendor partners. The order is optimized for an SMA with high demonstrated capability
(whether internal or acquired) for defining their data models and electronic data interchange (EDI) protocols,
but needs to further develop its vendor management, project management, SDLC, and OCM capabilities
before replacing functions that will impact full agency operations. The goal of this implementation order is to
minimize rework and changes to the legacy MMIS.
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Sample Acquisition Strategy – Day 1
Order

Module or Grouping

Items this Module or Grouping Could Include

1

Systems Integrator

Integration Solution, Web Portal, DSS / ODS, Single Sign-On, Security,
Identify Access Management (IAM), EDI (New Day Claims and
Encounters)

2

Pharmacy

PBM, Drug Rebate, Pro Dur, Retro Dur

3

Dental

Dental benefit management and reporting

4

Provider

Provider enrollment, revalidation, and reporting

5

Service Authorization

Service Authorization

6

Core Claims System

Claims Adjudication, Claims Payment, Claims Data Entry, Claims
Edits / Audits, Benefit Plans, Member, Reference, Managed Care,
Buy-In, Care Management, Encounters

7

Electronic Visit
Verification (EVV)

PCS and HHCS visit scheduled, delivery verification, claims
submission, and reporting

8

Case Management

Behavioral Health, Long-Term Care (LTC), early intervention, waiverbased programs

9

Federal Reporting

MARS, TMSIS, HEDIS, SURS, DSS, CMS-64

10

Document
Management

Document Management (could be part of the SI)
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5. How flexible is the SMA’s implementation
strategy when procurement go awry?
Cambria encourages States to develop comprehensive, balanced, and well-supported implementation
plans. Cambria also encourages States to establish a process for rapidly reconfiguring those plans when a
procurement fails (due to protest, lack of responsive bidders, breakdown in contract negotiations, or even a
contracted vendor’s inability to execute a module’s implementation). On projects the size and complexity of
MES, it is practically guaranteed at least one procurement will fail, and often more than one. States that do not
have contingency plans in place will face delays, cost overruns, and will feel pressure to create “quick fixes”
that may undermine the long-term viability of their programs. Even more than execution risk, procurement
risk is the greatest threat to MES modernization success.
Returning to the example above, how should the SMA respond if its first procurement — systems
integrator — is subject to a multi-stage protest process that takes 19 months to resolve1? The integration
platform is the foundation of the planned MES, however waiting more than a year-and-a-half to restart the
program is operationally and politically untenable. An adaptive planning MES program — guided by the results
of its 360o, responsibility matrixing, and capability maturity and transformation dashboarding — already has a
process in place to respond positively to this constraint. The SMA can make such critical decisions as:

Prototyping an integration platform using existing resources, then delivering the dev ops framework
to the delayed SI vendor as a project execution accelerator;
Leveraging existing enterprise architecture resources to conduct detailed requirements gathering for
medical claims processing, to keep the core claims processing system procurement on track;
Prioritizing the federal reporting module procurement and leveraging that vendor to establish the
enterprise data model and EDI protocols;
Tactically streamlining isolated functions in the legacy MMIS — ex., gross level adjustment, specialty
program pricing, etc. — to accelerate development for the core claims processing and delayed SI
vendors;
Rapidly maturing the core Medicaid operations business units to standardize reference file
administration and management and optimize OCM efforts; and
Leveraging technical assets outside of the SMA — ex., the State Treasury’s accounting and finance
system; the Social Services Department’s case management system — to engage and mature internal
development resources slated to support the delayed SI vendor.

1

Actual state-level procurement scenario; identification withheld.
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Such decisions represent significant redirection of resources and priorities, but they are necessary if the SMA
intends to embrace the “always executing” ethos for the MES program and maintain productive momentum.
The resulting implementation order would look quite different from the original version, as shown in the
example below:

Sample Acquisition Strategy – Day 120
Order

Module or Grouping

Items this Module or Grouping Could Include

1

Systems Integrator

In-house integration platform prototype

2

Federal Reporting

MARS, TMSIS, HEDIS, SURS, DSS, CMS-64

3

Electronic Visit
Verification (EVV)

PCS and HHCS visit scheduled, delivery verification, claims
submission, and reporting (integrate to prototype)

4

Finance

EDI structures to State accounting and finance system of record
(integrate to prototype)

5

Provider

Provider enrollment, revalidation, and reporting (integrate to
prototype)

6

Service Authorization

Service Authorization (integrate to prototype)

7

Core Claims System

Claims Adjudication, Claims Payment, Claims Data Entry, Claims
Edits / Audits, Benefit Plans, Member, Reference, Managed Care,
Buy-In, Care Management, Encounters

8

Systems Integrator

Integration Solution, Web Portal, DSS / ODS, Single Sign-On, Security,
Identify Access Management (IAM), EDI (New Day Claims and
Encounters)

9

Case Management

Behavioral Health, Long-Term Care (LTC), early intervention, waiverbased programs

10

Pharmacy

PBM, Drug Rebate, Pro Dur, Retro Dur

11

Dental

Dental benefit management and reporting

Please note that this modified implementation order could change again, possibly several times, as new
external pressures and constraints emerge across the multiple years of the modernization effort. So long
as SMAs continue to apply adaptive planning, and modify strategy based on areas of contributor capability
maturity, execution risk can be effectively managed across the life of the MES program.
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6. How well is the system migration strategy
aligned with the SMA’s business objectives?
Too often, planning related to data migration and system cutover is the sole domain of the State’s technology
team, involving the Medicaid business units only to describe the order in which new modules will go live.
Medicaid’s technology professionals are, by nature, risk averse and focused on stability, so their migration
planning assumes the need for data synchronization between legacy and new systems, with a robust roll-back
plan. And while some bi-directional data conversion may prove necessary to support some functions during
transition, it is in the SMA’s best interest to limit this activity — which, after all, will be throw-away work after
full migration — as much as possible.
Ultimately, the degree to which the enterprise keeps data synchronized between old and new systems is a
business decision, not a technical one. It starts with the business units agreeing on a cutover strategy that
causes minimal disruption to daily operations. Broadly, SMA’s have three choices for their cutover strategies:
►

“Big Bang” — the integration platform and all MES modules are implemented, integrated, and then
performance tested alongside the legacy system for several months to validate the application of payment
policy logic and data transactions to outside systems. This approach is extremely risk-averse, but also
expensive — maintaining full operations on legacy and new systems — and relies on intensive OCM in
support of the cutover process.

►

“Modified Big Bang” — the integration platform and core claims processing are built and tested against
legacy MMIS performance, then launched to the user community. Other MES modules are then integrated
to the new integration platform according to priority need of the business units. This approach involves
some operating risk regarding data synchronization and “swivel-chair integration” but also establishes the
MES as system of record earlier in the program lifecycle and allows the SMA to shut down expensive data
processing functions in the legacy system.

►

“Incremental Modernization” — the integration platform is established and, as each new MES
module is implemented and integrated, the module is launched to the user community. This approach
introduces the most transition risk with regard to coordination of processing functions between legacy
and new systems, but is the best approach for managing multi-year execution risk, is highly adaptive for
responding to emerging program constraints, and the most cost-effective with regard to incremental
sunsetting of legacy functions.

The cutover approach, in effect, determines the degree to which the MES technical team will even have to
consider data synchronization between system. Then, we must ask the Medicaid business units “During the
transition, what do you intend to use the legacy MMIS for?” At first blush, the answer to this question may seem
reductively obvious — we use it to keep managing the Medicaid benefit — but is it valid? Once new MES
modules are implemented, they are the new systems of record for their relevant functions. If that’s the case,
what is the ongoing purpose of the legacy MMIS regarding that module’s function? Let’s remember that,
despite the daily complexity faced by Medicaid operations, the goals of the program are straightforward:



Get eligible families
into the right benefit
plans



Get and keep qualified
providers in the
network



Get accurate,
allowable payments to
providers out the door
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For Medicaid technology professionals, achieving these goals boils down to a). accurately applying State and
Federal policy to decision automation and b). making sure that the right data gets to the right people at the
right time in the right format. The migration process is obviously made easier if the SMA can freeze policy
changes during module cutover. Less obvious — but equally helpful — is to try and limit integration to the
transaction layer.
Take the typical Pharmacy Benefit Administration (PBA) SaaS module as an example. It can import a Form
834 Member file from the SMA’s Eligibility & Enrollment (E&E) system. It stores procedure codes and pricing
reference files provided by the SMA. It can generate claim adjudication decisions using its own rules engine,
and it can deliver an accurate Form 837 Claim file to the MMIS for payment. In this circumstance, what is the
need for database-level, bi-directional data conversion?

An SMA may identify a legitimate constraint based on the proprietary nature of their database structures,
at which point the technical team must roll up their sleeves and work out a targeted, custom, and ultimately
disposable solution to that constraint. But for most activities needed to run a functional Medicaid enterprise,
the data required is much, much narrower than what is reflected in the database structures that have evolved
over the years in the MMIS. Legacy systems also have established interfaces and transaction patterns, some of
which are proprietary but most of which follow recognized standards — most typically the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) x12 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
release for healthcare and insurance transactions.
As early as possible in the MES modernization effort, it is highly advisable for a SMA to get its Enterprise
Architecture (EA) or Technical Assistance Services (TAS) teams to engage the Medicaid business units to
map out the core data elements — member, provider, claim, prior authorization, etc. — needed to run
daily operations. Then, the EA/TAS team should work with the legacy vendor to start abstracting the MMIS
transactional interfaces, ensuring they can support the entity data definitions from the Medicaid business
units. Yes, some modification may need to occur, but at the transaction layer and not the database, which
represents significantly less risk to both the integrity of the legacy MMIS and efficient execution of the MES
implementation plan.
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When circumstances dictate that bi-directional
data conversion is necessary, it is important to
remember the following:
►

Valid Values will need to be converted on the
fly as data has to be converted both forwards
and backwards during this transition. The data
management marketplace offers several tools
to support these conversions. It’s best to focus
on using standard EDI formats (x12) where
the legacy MMIS and translator technology for
proprietary formats.

►

Database Key information could be a
challenge as the legacy and the new MES
could have different makeups of keys.
There will need to be a way to pull up data
on two different systems (ex., claims; prior
authorization) but get to the same records.

►

Field sizes could potentially be different
between legacy and the MES. For example, if a
transaction control number (TCN) in the legacy
MMIS is 13 bytes, but 17 bytes in the MES, both
the legacy operations and new system integrator teams must work together on a reconciliation. Where a
number is used in many different tables to connect to the claim (for example, Service Authorizations), then
add a new reference table in the legacy MMIS to maintain data item integrity.

If both claim adjudication and payment are fulfilled by the legacy MMIS during the MES transition, then data
reconciliation must be done on a periodic basis to ensure the data in both systems is current. In our example
above, provider data can be reconciled nightly without harming claims adjudication. However, member
data may need to be updated throughout the day to assure that systems get the most up to date eligibility
information.

7. How well integrated are SMA daily operations
with the MES Transformation Lifecycle?
Successful MES modernization programs are not technology projects. They are operations transformation
projects enabled by technology. The distinction is one of focus: all decisions belong to the business units,
including the technical ones. Why? Because, as was discussed in the introduction of this white paper, the
goal of MITA has always been to transform SMAs into highly responsive operations focused on meeting the
ever-changing needs of workers, providers, and Medicaid beneficiaries. And while every division in a SMA
seeks to optimize the delivery of the Medicaid benefit, the operational business units are directly responsible
for weaving policy, procedure, and best practice into positive outcomes for stakeholders. The business units
need to define what MES modernization means within a SMA, because they must achieve Medicaid outcomes
regardless of the tech stack used to capture, process, and store data (the evidence of their efforts).
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Please note that when we say “business makes the technical decisions” we’re not suggesting a SMA replace
the real-world experience of their IT Division with the opinions of operations. Outside of the User Experience
(UX) layer, and some aspects of security, few operations staff have insight into or interest in the construction
of the rest of the tech stack. But they care very much how the solutions in that stack influence the way they do
business.
This is where planning gets interesting, because any technology introduced into the MES environment will
either constrain (SaaS application) or elaborate (open platform) the SMA’s unique definition of the business.
And as every Medicaid IT professional knows, with greater local customization of a solution comes greater
cost, delay, and risk. It is incumbent upon the SMA’s IT Division to achieve the right balance between business
requirements and technology constraints to design and deliver an MES that is responsive, federally compliant,
and has a manageable Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). Understanding the strengths and challenges of the key
program contributors is vital to achieving that balance.

Project Contributors – Getting the Balance Right
Stakeholder

Role

Strengths

Risks

Business Unit

Defined required
outputs for MES
modules and
functions

►

Policy and procedure
knowledge
Customer engagement
Localized innovation
Institutional knowledge

►

MITA requirements
MMIS architecture (if run
by SMA)
Enterprise architecture
Institutional knowledge

►

Modern technologies and
frameworks
Specialized resources
Agile Dev Ops

►
►

►
►
►

Flexibility of processes
Decision-maker access
Alignment with module
vendor SLAs

►
►

Medicaid experience
Alignment with SI and
PPMO / MVI

IT Division

System
Integrator

Define technology
support to
achieve business
requirements

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Establish
and maintain
enterprise-level
data management
framework

►

PPMO /
Multi-Vendor
Integrator

Coordinate project
activity to achieve
success on-time and
within budget

►
►
►

Comprehensive project
perspective
Specialized resources
Governance structure

Module
Vendor

Deliver defined
Medicaid workload
management; system
of record

►
►
►

Best-of-breed solutions
Stable delivery process
API-based integration

►
►
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►
►

►
►

►

Functional silos; limited
information sharing
“Rote” procedures not
policy driven
Manage to exceptions
MMIS architecture (if run
by legacy vendor)
Specialized resource
constraits
Capacity management
Solution complexity
Configuration vs.
customization
Dependent on quality of
SMA requirements
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Adaptive-planning IT shops know how to engage their MES contributors through detailed responsibility
matrixing, identifying dependencies and managing potential points of conflict at critical handoff junctures.
And because junctures are likely to evolve during the MES modernization lifecycle, Cambria recommends
adopting an Agile approach, even if the SMA has traditionally used a waterfall approach to its SDLC.
Our entire organization, technical as well as business, have been trained to support Lean Agile / Scrum
methods of delivery, and we have experts in Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) principles to promote alignment,
collaboration, and delivery across large numbers of Agile teams. Ensuring that the SMA’s business units are
involved in every stage of the MES modernization process is an OCM best practice, ensuring there are no
surprises to the user community come launch day.
Embarking on an MES modernization effort is not for the faint of heart. Success requires a material investment
of time, attention, and effort at every level of the SMA, with full and enthusiastic support of executive
leadership. And while the SMA must make every effort to execute against their transformation roadmap,
they must also acknowledge that this roadmap will necessarily change across the life of the project. Adaptive
planning, rooted in a commitment to capability maturity management, gives SMAs the tools they need to
remain responsive as project constraints emerge and maintain an “always executing” ethos to thrive in the
new era of modularity. An era in which the only constant is change.

When Leaving Your Legacy, Remember
►

Clearly define “modularity” based on your State’s operational needs

►

Stake a claim in project execution (what are the State’s “Rs” in the RACI chart?)

►

Manage capability maturity dynamically, and know what you’re able to do before deciding what to do

►

Embrace adaptive planning so course correction is a natural part of program governance (not a postcatastrophe reaction)

►

Limit bi-directional data conversion to proprietary legacy structures that drive transactions (e.g., claims
processing) and retire such functions ASAP

►

Put business at the center of data migration decisions; emphasize daily Medicaid operations over “grand”
data model designs
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About Cambria
HumanGenuity®
HUMAN

+
LISTEN FIRST, MORE
COLLABORATIVE

MEANINGFUL
CHANGE

INGENUITY

=
INVENTIVE, CLEVER,
RESOURCEFUL

MEASURABLE RESULTS,
IMPROVED TECHNOLOGY

Cambria is an award-winning, national consulting firm specializing in designing and implementing innovative
solutions for health and human service agencies aimed at improving services and client outcomes. Whether
it’s technology or business processes, at the core it’s all about people. We deliver modernization initiatives
with a unique human focus to long-term sustainability and quick adoption. Let us help you drive change in
Medicaid systems and set you up for success every step of the way through our HumanGenuity® approach —
ingenuity with a human touch. After all, human connection and communication are the core of any successful
project.
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